
Evidence Review: NP Policy GE10 (16 Feb 2018) 
 
1. Request from Mike Feist 
This review of the evidence by Jenny and Alastair Watson was requested by the following email: 
 
From: Mike & Imme Feist [mailto:mi.feist@btinternet.com]  
Sent: 14 March 2018 09:35 
To: a.s.watson@outlook.com; jenny-watson@outlook.com 
Subject: Fwd: Otley NP - Tree Replacement Policy GE10 
 
Hi Alistair/ Jenny 
 

Are you able to provide examples as per MD’s request? I can’t recall any from developments N of river. Some may have gone at 
former Newall Juniors site but I can’ trust my memory on that and we think the main ones were all retained. The same applies to 
the development beside (to west) our allotment - former bus station/garage. 
 

You already have the comment/action MD refers to on the grid. We just need something to back up the comment. I’m preoccupied 
with the LGS and trying to define Otley’s essential character at present. 
 

Best wishes 
Mike 

From: "Mike Dando" <mike.dando2@btinternet.com> 
Date: 14 March 2018 at 07:58:39 GMT 
To: "IMKEURSULA FEIST" <mi.feist@btinternet.com> 
Subject: Otley NP - Tree Replacement Policy GE10 

Morning Mike 
  

Ref the agreed action on P107 of the grid – Policy GE10/LCC comment. 
 E 
Is this evidence gathering something’sething to back up just need som your sub-group could d thetake on? If I remember rightly, it 
was Alastair who was particularly hot on this issue. He certainly raised Adlington House as one eg where trees were lost and not 
replaced on-site on a three for one basis. Detailed evidence on this site, plus from 1 or 2 other egs in the town would do the trick. 
  

Regards 
Mike 
 
 Mike Dando appears to be seeking evidence from prior planning applications to justify the 

proposed policy GE10 (in light of the LCC comments). 
 
 
2. The NP Context 
Presumably in response to earlier residents’ concerns about the loss of trees through development, policy 
GE10 Development and Replacement Trees seems to have appeared in the NP for the first time within 
the Consultation Draft (Sept 2017):  
 
Development and Replacement Trees 
Tree-related issues have been variously raised in Neighbourhood Plan consultations throughout the preparation process, with 
strong majority support for ‘tree protection’ at the Policy Intentions Document stage. 
Both the adopted Core Strategy and Natural Resources and Waste Local Plan (NRWLP) contain tree policies, covering creation 
of new tree cover, trees in design and the landscape, and trees and development. NRWLP Policy LAND2 (Development and Trees) 
provides for suitable tree replacement on a three for one basis, where the removal of existing trees is agreed in order to facilitate 
approved development. While the policy is supported, the concern from an Otley perspective is that the available space on town 
development sites is most unlikely to allow for on-site replacement of trees at this scale, and that as a result the built-up areas of 
the town will suffer progressive environmental degradation through overall tree loss. 
In order to address this fear, Policy GE10 below provides for replacement replanting on other sites within the Neighbourhood Area 
or as a last resort a financial contribution to fund such local planting at a later date. 
 
POLICY GE10: DEVELOPMENT AND REPLACEMENT TREES 
Where on-site replacement tree planting on a three for one basis cannot be achieved on approved development sites subject to 
agreed tree removal, off-site planting will be sought elsewhere within the Neighbourhood Area. Where the lack of suitable 
opportunity for this exists, an agreed financial contribution will be required for tree planting, also elsewhere within the 
Neighbourhood Area. Financial contributions in lieu of actual tree planting will normally be avoided. 
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3. The LDF Context 
The Core Strategy (November 2014) document referred includes Policies G1 and G2 which do concern 
trees, but theses make no reference to any “three for one” replacement.  Also, trees do not feature in the 
current Selective Review. 
 
However the previously unread Natural Resources and Waste Local Plan (NRWLP) (Jan 2013) includes 
a section on tree planting and the referenced Policy LAND2: 
 
TREE PLANTING 
6.35 Trees are a key natural resource with many positive attributes. Tree planting assists with combating climate change, 
creating habitats, offering landscape / townscape enhancements, and providing recreational benefits. The Core Strategy seeks to 
increase tree planting and so strengthen green infrastructure. For these reasons, tree planting is an important part of the Council’s 
environmental and design policies and strategies. 
6.36 Tree planting can be on existing and proposed greenspace; as part of initial screening and restoration of mineral workings; 
alongside transport corridors, and as part of regeneration schemes, and landscape transition zones to adjacent open land. Design 
of such planting will need to take account of the landscape character and opportunities for enhancing and improving links in Green 
Infrastructure. 
6.37 Inevitably there may also be occasional circumstances where removal of existing trees has to be considered, in which 
case suitable mitigation measures will need to be agreed. 
 
Policy LAND2: Development and Trees 
Development should conserve trees wherever possible and also introduce new tree planting as part of creating high quality living 
and working environments and enhancing the public realm. 
Where removal of existing trees is agreed in order to facilitate approved development, suitable tree replacement should be provided 
on a minimum three for one replacement to loss. Such planting will normally be expected to be on site, as part of an overall 
landscape scheme. 
Where in certain circumstances on-site planting cannot be achieved, for example due to lack of suitable space in City Centre 
locations, off-site planting will be sought, or where the lack of suitable opportunity for this exists, an agreed financial contribution will 
be required for tree planting elsewhere. 
Planting design and specification should in all cases meet the current best practice. 
 
Since the NRWLP is an integral part of the LDF, policy LAND2 is presumably applicable to any 
development.  A comprehensive NRWLP Monitoring Framework is presented in Table 7.1 of the plan.  
Unfortunately the table entry for policy LAND2 is very sparsely populated comprising of just two items: 
 
Objectives Link Key Performance Indicator 

Protect and increase the amount of tree cover. 
The Development application stage will ensure that trees are considered as set 
out in policy LAND2.  Enforcement action if conditions are not breached.  Not 
monitored in AMR (Authority Monitoring Report). 

 
 
4. The UDF Context 
Many of the saved UDP policies are replaced by the NRWLP.  However the UDP does not appear to 
include a pre-existing tree related policy similar to LAND2. 
 
 
5. LCC Comments on GE10 
LCC - The locally distinctive approach is supported and the Otley issue is recognised. 
1) However, evidence should be provided to demonstrate the need for a different approach. 
2) The policy could be more precise and clear (locations, priorities?). 
 
1) NOTED – available evidence, eg re Adlington House development (others?) should be compiled and included – perhaps as an 

appendix or inset box in text?  
2) NOTED – re greater precision/ clarity – as this is perceived as a town-wide issue and all applicable locations cannot be predicted 

over the plan period, eg windfall/infill sites, this is impractical. Similarly, it is considered impractical to set priorities. The policy 
needs to be applied on a site by site reactive basis. 

 
1) ACTION – compile/include evidence and present in most appropriate way in NP. 
2) NO ACTION 
 
 Presumably LCC is seeking justification for GE10 being different to LAND2.   
 
 
 



6. The Adlington House Development (13/01062/FU) 
This development has been cited as a recent example of were existing urban trees have been “lost”. 
The planning application (13/01062/FU) was validated on 4 March 2013 (a year after policy LAND2 came 
into effect).  Planning permission was initially refused on 3 June 2013 but, following a successful appeal, 
was granted on 5 December 2013. 
One of the issues addressed by the appeal was the fact that the trees on the site were covered by a Tree 
Protection Order (and lie within the Conservation Area) - the developer wished to remove 16 trees and 
conduct surgery on others. No reference to 3 for 1 replacement trees has been identified and it appears 
that full resolution of the trees was deferred to planning conditions 14 and 15 …   

 
The Public Access website for this planning application shows a total of 284 documents, most are dated 
after the planning permission was granted and concern the resolution of the planning conditions.   The 
definitive listing of all the conditions has not been located and (as ever) it is extremely difficult to identify the 
relevant documents.   
It was eventually discovered that conditions 14 and 15 are actually resolved in a separate website planning 
application (16/03583/COND) created on 10 June 2016 and containing a further 34 documents.  These 
conditions were finally discharged on 23 October 2016 ...  

 
Drawing 5239-A-02 Rev A “Trees Survey Plan” (Dec 2014) was strangely found embedded within the 
Arboreal Assessment report dated April 2013.  It clearly shows 16 existing trees will be removed, at three 
for one would imply 48 replacement trees. 
Drawing 5239-L-01 Rev G “Planting Plan” (March 2015) schedules a total of 273 trees to be planted.  Three 
of these are large feature trees while the other 270 are listed as 80-100cm Fagus Sylvatica Purpurea 
(copper beech).  The drawing shows the latter are to be planted as a hedge behind the new boundary wall.  
The long-term management plan (September 2016) refers to the hedge being trimmed twice a year, no 
indication of the intended hedge size is given. 
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7. Questions about policy LAND2 raised by the Adlington House Development  
(a) Was the policy considered at the “development application stage” (planning permission was granted (on 

appeal) prior to the ultimately approved planting plan being submitted)? 
(b) Was the policy considered at all (no found reference found to the policy or to three for one replacement 

trees)? 
(c) Should the policy define a tree (are a greater number of hedge plants an acceptable replacement)? 
(d) Should the application of the policy be transparent? 
(e) Has the policy an effective Monitoring Framework?  
 
 

8. Policy GE10 compared with policy LAND2 
We now understand that proposed policy GE10 will supplement existing policy LAND2: 

NP policy GE10 NRWLP policy LAND2 

Where on-site replacement tree planting on a three for one 
basis cannot be achieved on approved development sites 
subject to agreed tree removal, off-site planting will be sought 
elsewhere within the Neighbourhood Area. 
Where the lack of suitable opportunity for this exists, an agreed 
financial contribution will be required for tree planting, also 
elsewhere within the Neighbourhood Area. 
Financial contributions in lieu of actual tree planting will normally 
be avoided. 

Development should conserve trees wherever possible and also 
introduce new tree planting as part of creating high quality living 
and working environments and enhancing the public realm. 
Where removal of existing trees is agreed in order to facilitate 
approved development, suitable tree replacement should be 
provided on a minimum three for one replacement to loss. Such 
planting will normally be expected to be on site, as part of an 
overall landscape scheme. 
Where in certain circumstances on-site planting cannot be 
achieved, for example due to lack of suitable space in City 
Centre locations, off-site planting will be sought, or where the 
lack of suitable opportunity for this exists, an agreed financial 
contribution will be required for tree planting elsewhere. 
Planting design and specification should in all cases meet the 
current best practice. 

 
 GE10 retains any off-site planting (or financial contributions) within the Neighbourhood Area and 

seeks to avoid financial contributions. 
 
 
9. Residents Comments on GE10 
Very few (if any) of the many residents comments can be read as opposing the broad objective of policy 
GE10.  However, most criticise the current wording: 
• Most are concerned that the policy is weak and will have unintended consequences (e.g. making the removal of (mature) trees 

more likely) 
• 12 are concerned that replacement trees will NOT be in the same area 
• 8 are concerned about the survival of replacement trees (no requirement for maintenance/management) 
• 8 are concerned about the (unspecified) size of replacement trees. 
• 7 wish to see the financial contribution option removed. 
 
Our own comment on GE10 was: 
The intent of this policy, to make the existing LCC “three for one” onsite tree replacement policy more effective, is strongly 
supported. However, there are significant concerns about the current wording: This may encourage developers to push for “agreed 
tree removal”. Also it provides no guidelines about the location of off-site replacement trees, the probable result being that they are 
likely to end up in much “less urban” locations than the trees being replaced 
Critically, it also fails (to try) to address the underlying problem of replacement trees not surviving due to the absence of any 
onward management or the suitability of the replacement trees. 
 
 Significantly, residents’ comments were made without knowing the wording of the existing 

policy LAND2. 
 
 
  



10. Conclusions 
(a) Residents are clearly concerned about the loss of trees through development and wish to see an 

effective policy to address this (see 9.). 
(b) Based on an inspection of the Adlington House Development documents available via Public Access, 

there appears to be no explicit evidence of: 
o Policy LAND2 having been applied.  The trees were only resolved with the discharge of planning 

condition 14, well after planning permission granted.  16 trees (with TPOs) were removed 
seemingly without any three for one replacement trees (see 6.).  

o Off-site replacement tree planting or financial contributions in lieu, be they directed within or 
without the Neighbourhood Area.  Evidence of this was sought by LCC to demonstrate the case 
for policy GE10 (see 1. and 5.). 

(c) Other planning applications in Otley which may be worth reviewing regarding tree loss include: 
o Garnetts Development: application dates back to 2009 so it probably predates policy LAND2.  

It is also a complex application which (like Adlington House) will prove challenging to review 
using Public Access.  

o Inglewood Development: application validated in Dec 2015 so policy LAND2 should apply and 
the application is relatively straight forward. A limited review indicates a picture that is 
surprisingly similar to that described in (b).  In this case 15 trees (6 with TPOs) were removed, 
again seemingly without any three for one replacement trees. 

(d) The absence of clear evidence that policy LAND2 has been applied is concerning, particularly as the 
monitoring framework in the NRWLP appears to be weak for this particular policy (see 3.). 

(e) No evidence has been found to support policy GE10 in its present form (see 5.). 
(f) Policy GE10 would be more effective in countering the loss of Otley’s trees if the policy was re-cast to: 

(1) Explicitly reference the need for policy LAND2 to be applied within the Otley NP Area, and 
(2) Clarify how policy LAND2 should be applied in the Otley context:  

 With full transparency. 
 Clarity about what is meant by a replacement tree (as oppose to a hedge or shrub). 
 With the clear expectation that if trees are removed, all the three for one replacement 

trees will normally be planted on site, with a minimum requirement that half of them must 
be so located. 

 All replacement trees must be native species appropriate for the location and be covered 
by an effective and fully funded 5 year maintained plan (as is generally provided for 
onsite landscaping). 

 With the clear expectation that any replacement trees that are not planted on site will 
normally be planted on an agreed (and preferably nearby) “approved site”. 

 An agreed financial contribution in lieu of any off site replacement trees will normally be 
strongly resisted.  Any such contribution must include the full cost of a 5 year 
maintenance plan and should subsequently be used to fund tree planting on an agreed 
“approved site” (within the Otley NP area).  

 The intent (if not the final tree numbers) to be agreed and fully defined prior to planning 
permission being granted. 

We believe that item (f) provides a basis for drafting a clear and effective NP policy to limit the future 
erosion of Otley’s trees by development.  One aspect which has not been resolved yet is the identification 
and selection of “approved sites”.  Ideally no approved sites would be needed but inevitably some will.   

To offset the impact of development on the numbers of urban trees, a key objective will, wherever possible, 
be to identify urban planting sites.  It should be relatively easy to draw up criteria to allow the suitability of 
potential sites to be assessed.  This would allow “approved sites” to be selected and ranked and the 
resulting list to be held (say) by Otley Town Council.  Further work will be required including discussions 
around who provides offers / provides potential planting sites (and if the developer might be expected to 
make any financial contribution).   
 
Jenny and Alastair Watson 
18 February 2018 
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